Let Y = C;l, =0 uj a J be a formal differential operator with constant coeffkients in R", n 2 2, j is a multi-index. We say that 2 has property C iff, for any bounded domain D c R", the set of products {UW} Vu, HEN, := {u: Yu=O in D, UEEP(D)} is complete in L*(D). Here H"(D) is the Sobolev space. We will use in the arguments a result on approximation of solutions to homogeneous PDE with constant coefficients by exponential solutions [I, p. 393 and some simple facts about algebraic sets and affine varieties [Z] .
Let us define an algebraic set A:= ZIZEcn,Y(z):= t i'i =o (1) The basic result of this paper is THEOREM 1. For 9 to have property C it is necessary and sufficient that Z(z) is not of the form Property C was introduced in [3] and used systematically in the series of works [3-211 as a powerful tool for a study of multidimensional inverse problems. In particular, the uniqueness theorem for 30 (three dimensional) inverse scattering problems with fixed energy data and 30 inverse problems of geophysics with fixed frequency data was proved in [557, 9, lo], and the proof was based on the property C; the inversion formula and mathematically justified numerical method for solving the inverse scattering problem with fixed energy data was developed on the basis of property C [S, It, 121. In [S] property C for a pair (2,) SC;) of formal partial differential operators has been defined: this pair has property C iff the set { U~V} VU E ND(Y, ), VW E N,(Y2), is complete in L'(D). Thus, 6p has property C is equivalent to (9, .Y) has property C. In [S] Theorem 1 has been proved under the assumption hat a, are real numbers. Here we give a proof for the general case.
If. PROOFS
The proof consists of the following steps. First we prove: LEMMA 1. -9' has property C ijjj the affine variety JH, defined by (1 ) , has at least two points, m, and m,, at which the tangent spaces T, and T, to JY are not parallel.
Second we prove: LEMMA 2. JY has at least two points at which the tangent spaces T, and T, are not parallel iff 9(z) is not of the form (2).
Combining these two lemmas one obtains Theorem 1. (b) Necessity. Assume that property C holds but the tangent spaces T to ~2' are paraile1 at all points at which they exist. We want to show that this leads to a contradiction. Indeed, one can assume that ~2' is defined by an irreducible polynomial. Otherwise the argument below can be applied to each of the irreducible components of M. If 2(z) is an irreducible polynomial and & is defined by (I), then VY(z) # 0 almost everywhere on A (almost everywhere (= a.e.) with respect to the Lebesgue measure induced on J?!, V stands for gradient). Therefore VP(z) := h is a constant vector in C" for all ZE ~2' for which VY(z) is defined. Therefore ~2' is locally a plane with the normal VU(z) which does not depend on z E A(. Vu(x)}+k2u,(x)u, k=const>O, a, and uz are real valued compactly supported functions a, E Lf,,, a, E Hi,, 1 + u, > c > 0, where c = const, H" is the Sobolev space and x E R", n B 3. In [ IS] property C has been used in a proof of a uniqueness theorem for Maxwell's equations. In [i9] this property is used in a proof of the uniqueness theorem for an inverse spectral problem. It can also be used for a proof of a uniqueness theorem for a wave equation with time dependent potential WI.
